2 main secret of excellent studies at the university
do my math

First, if you were purposefully chosen then an educational institution, where now learn (or will learn),
therefore, do you have a certain desire to learn at this place that your chosen specialty? What, you
forced to learn where you learn now?
Then you here: what to choose final exams at school?
If you are too lazy to read this article, you will briefly say its main meaning: go to where you really
want to learn, do not give in to the persuasion of parents and the like. This is your life - you yourself
choose our own fate.
Not yet forgotten what we? We are all about why the university is easier to study than at school. The
first you already understood - you study on the specialty on which you have a desire and ability to
learn. Accordingly, better performance, etc.
And, secondly, although this is, in principle, it goes as a continuation of the first, this is what the
university is something concrete and abstract, and the school is something abstract and concrete.
Did not understand what the meaning is here? Naturally did not understand, now I will explain everything is spread around the shelves. So the situation is so.
Let's start with the university: at the university you learn a specific specialty and all objects are
somehow related to each other, thereby it is easier for you to control the stream of new information,
because It is often repeated (often hear the same lectures on various subjects or about the pyramid
of the butter :))
Abstract in high school is a check of your current knowledge. A rare teacher at the university will be
after each pair of testing tests or tests for checking knowledge assimilation. He sometimes has no
time for it (lectures would deduct everything, according to the program).
If there is even such a teacher (Believe me - it will definitely find a course of the course of the
course), then your results for current tests affect the final estimate only inspired because. Simply
put, only the university exam is a truly serious event. With this, most likely, and the total lack of
students on pairs during the semester is connected. Well, everyone has his own choice. However,
whoever did not say, however, the exam (especially at the beginning of the semester) is something
that is distant and abstract.
The school is completely different. There you are studying at a variety of destinations (history,
mathematics, geography), i.e. In the aggregate, a certain abstract set of various disciplines is
obtained. At the same time, you must be in constantly combat readiness, because In school, test

work and verification tests are an ordinary thing. Here you have a specific training that does not
allow you to relax for a week.
Secrets Studies at University
In fact, constant tension, which is experiencing a person who wants to learn to "excellent" in school,
very prevents the learning process. In the university with this much easier - the exam decides
everything.
Are you agreeing with us or not? It is very interesting to see responses in the comments to the
article. However, we are moving further, since we stubbornly proved that it was easier to study at the
university than at school, it was time to tell and about 2 major secrets of excellent studies in the
university.
Many are wondering - what is this 2 main secret? Imagine that you were asked such a question how would you answer him?
Everyone studies in their educational institution and in its specialty, but our recommendations are
universal and at the same time tested by the time of student life.

